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Introduction
The aim of the Royal Air Force Families Federation is to provide an independent voice for RAF
Personnel and their families by representing their issues and concerns to the RAF, MOD and
government ministers. We gather evidence both from our surveys on specific topics and from
individuals approaching us with issues. We last looked at childcare in 2010 and 2011. From recent unit
visits and workshops and the comments provided, it became evident that we should look again.
The requirement for childcare is an increasingly significant factor that dictates how many of our people
with children live; sometimes impacting on careers and certainly presenting a greater challenge than
ever before in balancing the demands of the Service with the demands of family life and spouse/partner
careers. In particular, the rising costs of childcare come at a time of financial austerity, a pay freeze for
our serving personnel, and at a time when military families are being encouraged to buy their own
homes through initiatives such as Forces Help to Buy, making a second income all the more important
in funding a deposit or the mortgage itself.
Even so, while childcare is clearly a significant outlay for many parents, it will by its very nature always
be expensive. It is not always fair to suggest that high childcare costs are simply the result of providers
charging high fees to hard-pressed parents: The reality is more complex. The need to ensure safety
for children and deliver high quality childcare rightly means that childcare cannot – and should not
– be provided ‘on the cheap’ and no one will want efforts to ensure that childcare is affordable to
compromise its quality as a result.
The provision of £20m from the LIBOR fund for childcare infrastructure projects is very welcome.
Projects have been assessed by the MOD’s Directorate of Children and Young People (DCYP) and those
meeting the criteria have been placed on either green or amber lists, the former being given the highest
priority. However we understand that delivery has been delayed because the Defence Infrastructure
Organisation (DIO) has sought detailed clarification on a number of issues, including the mixing of public
and non-public funding, lease arrangements and future maintenance of newbuilds and extensions. DIO
has now provided some assurance that it is working to move projects forward but, to date, we have no
indication of when these projects will be completed.
We also await publication of the DCYP Study into childcare, which was started in 2012. We hope that
the Study when completed will complement both the detailed work in childcare undertaken by HQ Air
Community Support Staff and this Report, and that it will provide at least an indication of the future
policy for the delivery of childcare.
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Survey Responses
We received 137 responses to the survey, comparable to the numbers received from our 2010 and
2011 surveys. We gave respondents the opportunity to add comments to many of the questions;
these totalled more than 40 pages. The comments we have included in our report are, as far as
possible, a balanced reflection of the responses – good and not so good – against each question.
A summary of the responses to some of these key themes is:

Question

4

Summary of Responses

Do you think the provision of appropriate
childcare is fundamentally an MoD or Local
Authority Responsibility?

In 2015, 34% believe the MOD should be
responsible, double the number in 2011

The most challenging thing about the current
childcare provision is…

Although ‘Cost/Value for money’ has been the
most cited challenge in all 3 surveys, the 2015
survey response sees a significant rise in the
number of respondents who feel cost is the
biggest challenge – 56%.

If we had the choice and could afford it, our
preference for childcare would be…

In 2015 ‘Full time nursery’ has overtaken
‘Parent at home’ which was top in the 2010 &
2011 surveys

I/we currently require childcare for:

Generally, the requirement for childcare is all
day (i.e. standard working/office hours)

I/We currently pay the following (total)
amount per week for childcare provision:

There is an 11% rise in those who pay more
than £250 per week. And 30% of respondents
are paying more than £200 per week.

I/We are registered for the Childcare Voucher
Scheme managed by Sodexo:

20% of respondents still don’t know about
childcare vouchers, which could save people
up to £900 pa.

Is childcare a barrier to employment for the
non-serving parent in your family?

61% of respondents believe childcare to be a
barrier to spouse/partner employment

When moving to this area, our MAIN source
of information on childcare was:

There is a 10% drop in sourcing the HIVE
when it comes to gathering information on
childcare
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Current Childcare Requirements
This year 95% of our audiences told us that they required childcare for at least one child, compared to
81% in 2011 and 71% on 2010.

I/We currently require childcare for:

46%
40%
38%

40%
37%

2015
2011

29%

2010

24%
19%

8%
4% 4%

One child

Two
children

Three
children

5%

3%
1% 1%

0% 1% 0%

Four
children

Five
children

Does not
apply

Provision of childcare
Once again, we asked audiences to consider whether childcare should be an MOD or Local Authority
responsibility, particularly given the Armed Forces Covenant and the government drive to encourage
local communities to recognise and support military families living in their areas.

Do you think the provision of appropriate
childcare is fundamentally an MOD or
Local Authority Responsibility?

55%
48%
2015
2011

34%

17%

19%

16%
10%
1%

MOD

Local Authority

Shared equally
between the
two

Don’t know

The Childcare Act 2006 requires local authorities in England and Wales to make sure – as far as is
practicable – that there is sufficient childcare for working parents. The Family and Childcare Trust survey
reported that despite this duty, this year just 43% of councils in England had enough childcare for them,
compared with 54% last year.
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Comments:

I think the MOD has to be equally responsible because as military families move around it’s
already very difficult for spouses of servicemen/women to maintain a job. If there isn’t the
childcare support then it is just impossible for partners to go out and work.
The MOD requires its Service personnel to regularly move and as such I believe it to be a
MOD responsibility to ensure adequate childcare provision is catered for. The working hours
are at best unpredictable and prolonged absence from home for courses or deployments
already put tremendous strain on a family, this is increased when spouses are unable to
work because of commitments placed upon their family by the MOD. In the long term
military spouses are disadvantaged when their family leaves the Military due to poor
employment history, which quite often can be a direct result of their Military spouse’s service
with the Armed Forces.
As military families move around no assistance from close family is available so we have to
rely on expensive childcare. MOD/LA should provide discount
It should be shared because the MOD dictate where families live and they bring much to
a local community. The Local Authority is sometimes not always aware of the exceptional
circumstances military families find themselves in. Greater communication between the two
is needed
When a unit is in or near a town, then responsibility is more for Local Authority. When a unit
is remote, e.g. Leeming, then responsibility must rest with the MOD. Either way, if the MOD
wants its workers to be able to attend to their duties then the MOD must take responsibility
in childcare provision and sustainability in every area.
If we were living anywhere else, and working etc it wouldn’t be the MOD’s issue. Other
people outside of the MOD manage.
The RAF needs you to be available for a variety of shifts & deployable at short notice. We
therefore believe the MOD should be responsible for the provision of childcare supporting a
sustainable work life balance.
Schools that take on forces children receive extra funding from the government per term.
This would be better used to fund expensive childcare bills for serving parents.
It is not the MODs full responsibility to help or provide our childcare however I believe they
should assist where possible especially upon posting, detachment and other such long
instances of a spouse being absent.
The MOD needs to accept it is a lot harder for military families to get the childcare they
need. Having to rely on child-minders/nursery/preschool is expensive. It isn’t like we can
have family drop everything to help with children.
We have struggled to find childcare at 4 separate units. This should be taken into account
by the MOD. One unit was unable to provide child care for serving personnel (which was
funded by the Benevolent Fund) because they were forced to take on civilian children to help
out the local community first!
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I think technically it should be a local authority, especially as it would then still fall under
all the appropriate chain of safeguarding, curriculum and Ofsted requirements. However, I
do feel that the MOD has a duty to supplement childcare costs/assist in other ways it sees
fit (especially as many families move where they are requested and cannot choose based
on affordability). For example my last nursery was £30 for a day (7.30-6pm) the nursery
available to me now is £62 for the same. I had to leave my secure permanent contract as
a teacher to move 400 miles across country with my husband for his job and now I cannot
afford to go back to work. Therefore my career and our joint income suffer. We are not alone
in this.
I believe it is the responsibility of the Local Authority but I think the MOD should do more to
support families with access to nursery provision, particularly when you living so far from
the extended family network who would otherwise help out.
It cannot be the sole responsibility of the MOD to provide childcare, but with the inherent
moves and marked local market/economy differences across the country, there must be
some responsibility to try and make sure the costs are consistent across the various posts.
More remote areas needs some input from MOD
I work as a midwife and have moved my family around the country for 10 years to support
my husband in his career and to keep our family together. This has had a huge impact on my
ability to gain permanent positions with the NHS. I have a two year old and eight year old.
We are in Scotland so the youngest won’t start school till age 5. As we both work we don’t
qualify for free early childcare. My current childcare bill is 700 to 800 pounds a month. I
work shift and only part time. In the summer holidays my bill rises to 1200 to 1300 pounds a
month as they both need all day care. My employer has recently offered me a full time post
permanent but due to childcare bills I can’t afford to take it on. Instead I work three days
then overtime on a ward at weekends whilst husband is at home to care for the children. We
would like a third child but can’t afford it as the childcare is so high. My husband has three
years left to serve and we are trying to save to buy a property.
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Since 2002 the Family and Childcare Trust has undertaken an annual childcare survey – measuring the
prices of childcare for parents and the availability of childcare places. The data – collected from local
authority Family Information Services – make it possible to monitor changes in childcare prices and its
supply from year-to-year. The Trust reports that:
“Over the last five years, while there have been deep cuts to other public services, the Government
has increased spending on childcare. But despite this welcome investment, this year’s survey finds
childcare prices have continued to increase and the gaps in provision remain unfilled. The reality is that
for too many families it simply does not pay to work.”
The Summer Budget announcement of further free childcare for working parents of 3-4 year old
children will no doubt be welcomed by many but many nurseries claim that the funding they receive
does not cover the full cost of provision, and so prices are raised for those that have to pay.
Over the last Parliament the cost of a part-time nursery place for a child under two has increased by
32.8%. A family paying for this type of care now spends £1,533 more this year than they did in 2010,
while wages have remained largely static.
The cost of childcare is still reported by RAF parents as the most challenging thing about the provision.
This has been the case over the 2 previous surveys; however 2015 has seen a marked increase to 56%
of respondents......

The most challenging
thing about the current
childcare provision is…

56%

2015
2011
2010

31%
27%

26%

20%

19%
16%
9%

12%

4%

10%
7% 7%

5% 4%

7%
2%

The quality Out of hours Operational Cost / Value Childcare
deployment for money
during
of childcare
cover i.e.
commitments
the school
available in
outside
holidays
this area
of normal
working day
(Mon-Fri)
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15%

13%

2% 2%

3%

Distance

3%
Lack of choice

0%

Does not
apply

Comments:

The nursery on my current station, is only open 0745 -1715 which means a rush to get to
work and if something does crop up I have to leave as they charge a fortune outside these
hours
There are a few people here (Cyprus) who have recently trained to become child minders...
but due to the transient nature of families...it is not a permanent facility...which is what is
desperately required.
We live away from the main RAF area (Lossiemouth) in our own home but still in a military
village (Kinloss) and feel that although the local town of Forres has more nurseries, we
aren’t able to use them due to my husband needing the car for work and the bus service
isn’t good enough/expensive. Childcare here is a minimum 15 hours a week for a 2-3 group
which we cannot justify (£260 a month) for the fact I work from home and may as well not
work if I were to pay that. I’m not saying it’s an MOD issue in particular but the cost and
lack of flexible child care makes it very difficult for partners to go back to work properly. My
husband was recently sent away for a month with just over a weeks’ notice - and the date
for coming home keeps changing. How are you supposed to arrange childcare around that?
Childcare is expensive and quite often there is a substantial waiting list, resulting in
spouses being unable to work thus putting them in an impossible position. The nature of
military service means working times are unpredictable and having to commit to full time
childcare is exorbitantly expensive with unit nurseries proving inflexible in their approach to
providing childcare. It would appear that more local civilians use such nurseries than service
personnel. Such poor childcare arrangements and regular posting put service families
at a disadvantage to their civilian peers, and quite often mean that service families live
on 1 income, when this could be avoided. This is exacerbated due to the fact that family
members are unable to support service families as would happen in civilian life due to
distance, poor contact house availability and cost make it impractical for prolonged support
to the service family.
I feel the military severely let’s families down in the area of family friendly working policies
parental leave and recognition of the spouses work commitments. I often hear. The job
comes first to my husband’s job I work on call at night and have many problems with my
husband being able to care for our children hence why our childcare bill is excruciating. I feel
military discount schemes or military run childcare establishments would be a valuable asset
that would provide jobs and a good profit margins for the military.
I am unable to get a job doing what I trained to do due to moving every year; therefore I
work in a job paying just over minimum wage. I take home £18 a week after childcare but I
actually lose money when I have to pay extra in the summer holidays.
Husband is a shift worker and shifts change frequently. Childcare provider only offers set
hours a week and they cannot be adapted around changing shifts. It is also horrifically
expensive - around £700 per month.
With the lack of spaces of nursery on camp, we have had to go with a different nursery
which is £200 more than the one on camp. Even with childcare vouchers we are still
struggling.
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The cover for when my husband is away with work incurs extra costs which are ridiculous.
It just doesn’t make financial sense to return to work if 80% of wages is spent on childcare
provision. I have given up my career to be a full time parent.
Initial availability of any childcare is a major issue at certain units, let alone quality and
flexibility.
There is not enough childcare on base meaning we have to leave & drive to another town
for one of the children.
I work part time, and pay for three days a week childcare. This already takes two thirds
of my wage, plus I have to pay for an extra day while my husband is deployed as I can’t
work weekends and then I also have to cover my son in after school clubs and holidays...
It can cost my entire wage for childcare when my husband is away. It feels frustrating and
incredibly unfair.
We are posted in Scotland where children start school at 5 which means we pay out child
care for a full year more than England and Wales.
The child care only covers working hours however being a military mother I am sometimes
required to work long hours at short notice but don’t have the childcare to cover this, adding
unnecessary stress to an already stressful job.
We pay £750 a month for ‘subsidised’ childcare on base. Expensive when it is difficult for the
spouse to find employment but you want your child to have continuity of care and not to be
in and out when work does become available or when work is not available.
I had to stop working before Christmas as the cost of childcare at our nursery on camp was
£300 higher per month than my wages! I loved my job as a learning support assistant in a
junior school and am really missing my work! I feel that I had no choice but to finish working
as it wasn’t fair for my family to be losing that much money!
I have a child with addition needs. No Child-minders want him. No provision for addition
needs children. After school club does not provide care in holidays so I have to drive my son
to his grandparents a hundred miles away for the majority of the holidays. Not ideal as he
misses his mum and dad
We have 2 children under the age of 3. One attends the nursery, the other is at a local childminder as the nursery didn’t have the space and has been on their waiting list for 6 months.
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If we had the choice and could afford it, our
preference for childcare would be…

32%
30%

28%
2015
2011

22%

2010

18%
15%
14%
11%
6% 6%

8%

15%
13%
11%

9% 9%

7%

6% 4% 6%

4% 4%
3%

12%

3% 3%
1%

Parent at
home

Other family
member e.g.
grandparent

Nanny

Au pair

Childminder Before/after Part-time
school club nursery

Full time
nursery

Does not
apply

Our current arrangement is part time pre-school using the free 15 hours per week for a 3
year old. Since moving here I’ve been unemployed and my preference would be to work 3
full days a week which would still be to require full time nursery but for those days from at
least 8am until 6pm. This isn’t available on the married patch we’re living on. At a previous
posting I couldn’t send my son to the MOD nursery, Brize Norton, because they shut at 1715,
husband would not have been able to guarantee pick up and with the commute from the job
I accepted neither could I.
We have no family nearby to assist with care and husband’s commitments as a reservist
have to come second to those of my regular service.
We would love the option of family caring, however distance is an issue. I enjoy being at
home with my daughter and of course there are many positives, however money can be a
struggle, and it is a huge lifestyle change since we moved house 7 months ago from me
working and daughter in nursery 3 full days. Our income has dropped considerably, my
daughters social interaction has dropped dramatically and my career prospects are
slipping.
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However, at the moment my/our childcare arrangements are:

31%

28%
21%

26%

2015
2011

23%

2010

19%

19%
13%
8%

13%
10%

Parent at Other family
home
member e.g.
grandparent

19%

12%

8%
5% 5%

4% 4%
2%

20%

5%

1% 0% 1% 1% 1% 1%
Nanny

Au pair

Childminder Before/after Part-time
school club nursery

Full time
nursery

Does not
apply

Comments:

To establish a before and after school club, possibly on school premises...would provide work
prospects for many to help run the clubs and potentially have the space to care for larger
numbers of children (as happens in the UK already at many establishments)
My wife is currently unemployed due to a number of reasons. She is a nurse working within
the NHS, and as you can imagine this involves shifts, so prolonged separation for courses
and spending 13 month away from my parent unit for pre-deployment and operational
deployments make her employment untenable. Employers support where they can but
suddenly demanding 13 months off due to last min deployments, or the regular cancelling of
shifts due to me being ‘On call’ is an impossible situation.
We have been posted away from family so grandparents are unable to help. Then they
throw silly shift patterns in that change at a moment’s notice. The childcare is poor quality,
no availability, very expensive and can’t be adapted around shift patterns. As the wife and
mother in a military family I am incapable of having even a part time job. I have a degree
I am unable to use and am wasting my life supporting my husband because the MOD are
incapable of providing the support needed for us to maintain a normal standard of living.
One child is in out of school club on base but we have to take the baby to a nursery in the
next town, opposite direction to my 60 minute commute as there are not enough spaces /
provision.
My wife was forced to give up her full time job as a teaching assistant as she was only
bringing in £800 a month and childcare was costing us over £1000 a month! Meaning it’s
not practical or beneficial for her to work anymore. We are based at Odiham and childcare
costs here are extortionate compared to RAF Shawbury.
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Two children in two different childcare providers, one with child-minder and the other at
breakfast club and now third after school child-minder as most don’t like collecting children
from school
I am currently on maternity leave and we will be hiring a nanny when I return to work, but
this will make it almost not worth me going to work.
We only have our children in nursery 4 days a week for 10 hours a day as we cannot afford
to have them in for the whole 5 days.
If I lose my place at after school club, I lose my job as there are no alternative. Other child
minders are not flexible for RAF shift patterns, meaning as a dependant I am unable to take
work outside of normal working hours, and have to pay for set hours of childcare each week
that I do not need
Unable to use grandparents to help due to being halfway across the country from them!
We moved to new SFA in December. My maternity pay stopped in January...cannot find a
suitable child-minder for both children so we are a salary down and I’m at home looking
after the children...not entitled to Tax credits so we are now worse off due to moving ..I have
grandparents who would love to look after the kids but we live too far away.
The main cost factor is the before and after school sessions. Also the fact that in our nursery,
if you take the children out, you have to still pay the full cost of the place. I can’t afford to
even take my children on holiday as I do not get a break in paying fees.
The camp I serve at now offers no form of childcare for the age bracket of my 2 children and
we live abroad with no chance of help from family.
My mum has had to move down from Scotland as I am a single parent and didn’t have
any other option when I recently deployed. As I frequently have meetings, courses & work
commitments beyond the local nurseries hours of 0730 till 1730, I have even more pressure
to employ an Au pair when she leaves as I can’t afford a child-minder or nanny.
We pay for our children to be in a child-minder setting for 11 hours a day due to work hours
and commuting from place of work to where my quarter is
I’m a single father who requires full time nursery/child-minding as well as possible evenings
due to flying but I cannot afford all this in Hampshire
The children benefit from going to nursery, making friends, being more sociable etc.
I purposely sought employment that fit in around school hours but as a class teacher this
doesn’t exist so I am now doing intervention work thus not fulfilling my career. I felt the
child-minder’s are too expensive and no school offers out of hours care.
Nursery on base is full! We have had to go off base at considerable cost and inconvenience
to ourselves. This is neither fair nor right.
Currently in the process of moving as I need to be close to my parents so that I can have
them look after my daughter and I can return to work.
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I/we currently require childcare for:

45%
40%

2015
2011
2010

27%
22%
15%

5%
6%

9%
1%

3%

5%
0% 0% 0%

Morning
Afternoon
sessions only sessions only

2%

Before
school
only

17%
13%

19%

18%

15%

7%
1%

2%
1%
After Both Before All day (i.e. More than
school
and after
standard 10 hrs a day
only
school
working/
office hours)

14%
10%
3%

School
holidays
only

Does not
apply

Comments:

I, the non-serving wife, cannot afford to work full time due to the cost of childcare before
and after school plus more so in the school holidays which is ridiculously expensive.
Even the hours offered in this survey do not cover the time we need. Sometimes it mornings,
sometimes afternoons, nights or evenings, weekday’s weekends holidays everything. They
are not flexible at all.
My husband and I have put off having children as we simply cannot afford it without having
to quit my or his career.
It is disgusting that working parents are forced to give up work purely because of childcare
costs and then people complain when the same non-working parents need to claim from the
government.
With a mortgage, to pay there is no way I could afford one baby let alone any more. There
doesn’t seem too much help available for parents in the military at all. Even discounted
childcare is nearly a whole month’s wages for some. Why is it so expensive anyway?!
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I/We currently pay the following (total)
amount per week for childcare provision:

2015

23%

2010

2011

18%

16%

15%

11%

14%

11%
10%

8% 8%

8%

8%

7% 7%

7%
5%
Less
than
£75

Between
£76 and
£100

7%
5%

5%

Nothing
(non-serving
partner or
other family
member
provides for
free)

9%

Between
£101 and
£125

7%

8%
5%

3%

5%

4%
Between
£126 and
£150

Between
£151 and
£175

Between
£176 and
£200

5%

Between
£201 and
£250

More than
£250 per
week
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The Family and Childcare Trust reports that the average weekly childcare costs by region and nation,
2015 is:

Region/
Nation

16

Nursery 25
hours
(under 2)

Nursery 25
hours
(2 and over)

Childminder
25 hours
(under 2)

East of
England

£110.93

£107.43

£120.88

£120.43

£49.46

£57.87

East
Midlands

£118.82

£107.74

£92.20

£90.54

£48.20

£72.13

London

£152.06

£140.64

£146.31

£144.27

£53.65

£89.94

North East

£110.49

£107.08

£96.03

£95.48

£49.67

£62.01

North West

£106.14

£102.27

£91.55

£89.94

£43.03

£52.11

South East

£133.27

£128.17

£114.21

£112.67

£52.03

£65.63

South West

£114.72

£108.87

£101.50

£101.10

£49.16

£60.53

West
Midlands

£112.77

£110.20

£94.68

£94.08

£43.18

£62.22

Yorkshire and
Humberside

£96.47

£92.37

£90.12

£88.83

£42.84

£64.14

England
regional
average

£117.30

£111.64

£105.28

£104.15

£47.91

£65.18

Scotland
average

£110.01

£99.93

£100.37

£99.30

£49.03

£64.57

Wales
average

£104.32

£103.44

£96.81

£96.81

£49.74

£59.97

Britain
average of
regions and
nations

£115.45

£109.83

£104.06

£103.04

£48.18

£64.65
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Childminder After-school Childminder
25 hours
club 15 hours after-school
(2 and over)
pick up

The Trust Report also provides the following table showing price increases over the last year. In
England part-time nursery costs for a child under two, rose by 5.7% and childminder costs by 4.5%.
This is well above the rate of inflation, which in December 2014 stood at 0.5%.
The Family and Childcare Trust believe there are two likely explanations for these price rises in
England.
•

Firstly, some nurseries and childminders have kept prices down in the recession, fearing an
increase would mean that childcare is prohibitively expensive. They now sense that the economy
is recovering and have put up their costs accordingly.

•

Secondly, parents are now paying more per hour of childcare to subsidise free nursery places for
two year olds, as some providers feel that they do not receive sufficient funding to cover their
costs. This assertion is backed by a recent survey from the National Day Nurseries Association
(NDNA) which argues that “nurseries are being forced to increase their fees to parents who pay
for additional hours, or for younger children not eligible for funded places to make up the funding
shortfall” (NDNA, 2015).

National changes in childcare costs between 2014 and 2015.
Eurostat
Region

Nursery
25 hours
(under 2)

Nursery 25
hours
(2 and
over)

Childminder
25 hours
(under 2)

Childminder
25 hours
(2 and over)

Afterschool club
15 hours

Childminder
after-school
pick up

England
regional
average

5.7%

5.2%

4.5%

2.6%

-1%

0.7%

Scotland
average

3.7%

-2.1%

5%

2.5%

-1%

-17%

Wales
average

1.1%

1.1%

2.7%

2.7%

8.2%

7.8%

Britain
average of
regions and
nations

5.1%

4.1%

4.3%

2.5%

0%

-0.7%
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Changes in nursery prices 2010-2015
10%
8%

Wage growth for lowest
quartile over previous year

6%

Consumer Price Index (CPI)
over previous year
Increase in nursery prices
over previous year

4%

2%
0%

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Sources: Family and Childcare Trust annual costs surveys, 2010-2015 and ONS data
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Comments:
When the question states a partner does the childcare “for free” that is not really the full
story as they often do in lieu of a salaried role.
The cost of childcare in Buckinghamshire is preventing me from signing on for further
service……paying for the care of two children is much more than I earn. The cost of childcare
should be standardised across the country, especially when the nursery is on site! .... Or pay
should be increased for the more expensive areas.
I am continually frustrated at the disparity of childcare costs across the RAF. I have been
assigned to the South East area, not through choice, and the childcare is at least £300 more
a month compared to someone of the same rank stationed elsewhere in the UK such as
Norfolk. SFA is charged at a daily rate which is standard across the RAF no matter where you
reside so my argument is why can childcare not be charged in the same manner. Those that
are disadvantaged by being in an expensive location should be given some extra support
by way of an allowance. I posted these concerns to a Facebook page and was astounded
by the response of many families disgruntled by the same issue and in many instances this
is causing retention issues with personnel having to leave the RAF earlier than they would
have liked, cutting their careers short as they simply can’t afford to raise a family and pay
the premium childcare when forced to move to a non-preference location.
I work within manning and it is most certainly a trend and a major consideration for
personnel in accepting relocation and assignments. Put simply, people do not want to
be assigned to an expensive area when they will be hundreds of pounds out of pocket
compared to a peer on the same wage.
The childcare costs in the South East are crippling...... I don’t know how the junior ranks
manage it. I am honestly surprised something hasn’t been done sooner, particularly in a
retention-positive Air Force.
Nursery prices vary hugely from one Stn to another. SP do not necessarily have control over
posting location and corresponding living costs. Contracted nursery providers should be
compelled to charge a nationally averaged rate to children of SP.
I just wanted to have a little say in terms of the childcare in London. I live in Putney and I
am the serving parent. Childcare is very expensive - £1900 for a full-time place. Admittedly
there are cheaper places but these are below the standard I wish. Even so they would still be
in the order of £1600+ for a full-time place. The nearest MOD subsidised nursery is at Main
building on the embankment - a 1 hour 40 min round trip which is incompatible with the
hours that I work and the location. The outcome has been that I cannot afford a full-time
place (although I still pay £975 for 2 days/week) and my husband has had to work part time
- which is a very suboptimal outcome.
Childcare costs for our family are ridiculous - £1730 to be precise every month. I currently
study Adult Nursing at Lincoln University and although this is a full time course I still have
to work to be accepted for childcare element from HMRC. This leaves me having to work
53 hours a week, I barely see my husband or children just to be able to better myself and
provide a better lifestyle for my 3 children in the future. The cost of childcare is a massive
stress and a lot of the time, feel like I’m wasting my valuable time missing out on my children
growing up just to be struggling along and being absolutely worn out.
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Do you incur additional weekly childcare
costs during the school holidays?

41%

2015

30%

2011

24%

25%

10%

9%

9%
6%

3%

3%

Yes, less
No, the
non-serving than £75
partner or
other family
member
provides it

Yes,
between
£76 £100

4% 4%

Yes,
Yes,
between between
£101 £126 £125
£150

3% 3%

4%

7%

4%

6%
3%

Yes,
Yes,
Yes,
between between between
£201 £176 £151 £250
£200
£175

2%
Yes, more Does not
than £250 apply
per week

Comments:
Due to not being able to get employment I, the non-serving spouse, am now providing
childcare free in holidays. I hope to work again at some point but on this patch there is no
provision for holiday child care.
During school holidays the cost of childcare does have severe financial implications to
working parents who require yearly contracts
The non-serving partner also works full time for the MOD. We split our annual leave to cover
school holidays leaving little time together as a family.
We pay for childcare for 50 weeks of the year, regardless of how many weeks our child is in
nursery.
The only MOD supported nursery is in term time only, alongside being very limited hours.
To date we have been fortunate to be able to place our eldest with family and to maximise
our leave to cover school holidays however, with my husband deployed this year we will
be required to pay for her to attend childcare for some of the holidays. Additionally, during
holidays we no longer receive our funded hours therefore pay an additional £11 per day for
the youngest. If both attend for a week it will cost us an additional £48 per day.
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Do you have access to your
extended family members
for childcare purposes?

83%
71%
63%

2015
2011
2010

26%

11%
1%

18%

15%

7%

4%

Yes, frequently

1%

Yes,
occasionally

No

0%

Does not
apply

Comments:
We do not have family members close enough to provide support. Frequent exercises and
deployments mean serving partner away more than at home. Paid for care is the only
support we have.
Family will help with childcare but with a 3 hour drive on average this has to be organised
well in advance! We’re lucky enough to have space in our quarter to put up guests.
I asked for particular postings in order to allow me to get some support - I was posted as far
away as possible from any reliable support!
I was reduced to the hours I could work whilst my daughter’s father was out the country
and on a few occasions had to send her 5 hours north to my parents so I could do a shift or
2. Not being able to do everything required of me because of child care problems has had a
detrimental effect on my career.
We are both serving and have had to regularly ask for help from grandparents while one of
us is deployed. Friends have also had to help out collecting them from childcare until I got
home.
Without family support, nursery time is the only opportunity for doctors’ visits where taking
a child wouldn’t be appropriate It is an important life-line and provides respite from the
demands of being the lone home-parent and demands of young children who miss their dad
and whose behaviour may be a reflection of their emotions.
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Although the next question did not apply to 90% of respondents, we were struck by the many comments
we received about childcare provision when serving personnel are deployed and the impact it has.
However, of those who did state that the deployment of the serving partner did have an effect, the
results were:
55%

If you are a serving lone parent who has been
deployed, what impact did this have on your
existing childcare arrangements?

18%

16%
11%
0%

My child/
children was
looked after by
other family
members
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I had to organise
external
childcare
support from
non-family me

I had to pay
for childcare
by non-family
members

My child/
children had
to go in to
foster care

I’d rather not
say

Comments:

I’m dreading a deployment if I have gone back to work, because my profession requires
attendance at evening meetings.
As a working partner, when my partner is deployed it becomes massively difficult to juggle
childcare and work without his family support.
I was alone with a baby miles away from home, no support no help nothing. I barely left the
house for 6 months
When my husband was deployed for 9 months I had to give up my job so that I could look
after our children - I worked late nights and weekends so there was no possibility of me
sourcing childcare for my 3 children and my family were too far away to help out. It stopped
my career and then had to move on his return so there was no chance of me returning to my
old job to pick up where I left off. I had been headhunted for fast track career progression
but because of my husband’s deployment and the lack of childcare available I had to give it
all up. Frustrating just doesn’t even come close to how I felt.
Because of a short notice deployment and my husband’s usual last minute courses I had to
cancel going on an evening course as I could not find childcare
Out of school club on base only opens between 7:30 - 17:30. I have an hour commute each
way which means when my partner is deployed I have to pay additional childcare costs.
As a female serving with a civilian husband it will be hard when I do deploy, my husband
has his own career and we will have to negotiate his hours with his employer to fit round
childcare as he is a shift worker. Any legislation that would ensure civilian employers support
the other parent with childcare arrangements whilst their spouse is away would be good.
E.g. allowing them to work 9-5 for example to support the childcare arrangements.
Having a deployed partner with no family support means that as the ‘left at home parent’
you get no break whilst they are away....more help with childcare needs to be given to forces
families....
When I deployed to Afghan as a single parent, I had to send my daughter to her dad in a
different county. She is of school age and has changed schools 3 times in 2 years because of
postings and detachments and this has now caused emotional and behavioural problems,
for which her school are getting help from the council.
We are both serving so balancing deployments but also courses/work visits can get
complicated
We have been lucky to have been deployed at separate times however, as explained
previously, on this occasion it has caused problems due to me not working at the unit where
our childcare and school are located.
As a direct result of a 13 month absence from my parent unit for pre-deployment and op
deployment, my spouse had to give up a career in nursing.
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It would seem that the MOD Voucher Scheme managed by Sodexo is still not well known about.....

I/We are registered for the Childcare Voucher
Scheme managed by Sodexo:

47%

39%
2015

33%

2011

33%

2010

24%

23%
20%

20%

17%

19%

15%
10%

No

Yes

What MoD
Childcare
Voucher
Scheme?

Does not
apply

And the numbers finding it increasingly difficult to source childcare to cover shift and weekend working
would seem to be growing......

I/We struggle to find childcare to cover
shift work and/or weekend duties:
54%

61%

2015

49%

2011
2010

40%

38%
30%

13%
9%

6%

Yes

No

Does not
apply
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Comments:
I have had to pay £200 per month extra for a nursery next to my work because I couldn’t be
home in time. Due to the unpredictability of my partner’s flying he cannot be relied upon to
drop off/ collect my daughter from nursery.
Our biggest issue (apart from the cost!) is that the childcare provider is not flexible and does
not cater for shift patterns. If my husband was able to look after the children while he was
off shift, and we didn’t get charged for the place, then we would save in excess of £500 per
month, enabling us to be able to save for a house deposit and buy our own house, securing
our children’s future.

Responses also indicate that issues with childcare costs are impacting on more and more spouses/
partners when deciding whether or not to seek employment:

Is childcare a barrier to employment for
the non-serving parent in your family?

61%

2015

44%

2011
2010

40%

29%

32%

18%
10%
5% 6%

Yes, because
the costs
outweigh
any potential
income
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Yes, because
we cannot
access
suitable
childcare in
our local area
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11%
9%

9% 6% 9%

7%
2%

No, it’s not a
barrier

1%

I’m not sure

0% 0% 1%
“It does not
apply as
employment is
not an
aspiration even
if childcare
were available”

It does not
apply, we are
both serving

Does not
apply

Comments:
There needs to be something in place to help forces families. At the moment I have no other
option but to stay at home even though I want to work. I cannot study at night because my
husband is frequently away with work, deployment or courses. It is always last minute so I
don’t have time to find care. I cannot find weekend work for the same reasons, There is no
reliability. I find it unfair that I have to give up so much for my husband’s career. The RAF
claims to be family orientated but since marrying and living in quarters I have found it the
complete opposite.
The on base nursery is twice the daily cost of the local nursery. The only problem with the
local nursery is that it is term time only hence why I can’t work. We can’t afford the RAF
nursery fees and we have no childcare provision for school holidays for my eldest child
therefore I have had to give up work.
I am a self-employed hairdresser and I rent a chair in a salon. Some weeks by the time I have
paid child care it’s costing me more to work, especially if my husband is away.
Previously I’ve had to pay childcare to include 2 hours of commuting, which meant I earned
very little over the costs of childcare. Not having full time care on the patch has limited my
ability to find employment.
My partner is serving and I work. However childcare costs, especially out of term time, are
difficult financially.
The cost of child care is such that when you take in to consideration:
•
additional hours outside of the 0900-1700 hrs,
•
travel costs,
•
before and after school clubs,
•
and the fact you have to commit to full time childcare, paying even if it is not used.
It makes being employed unworkable. Support from family members would help this,
however regular posting mean this is unavailable. I feel that we Service families are
disadvantaged compared to the general population.
The lack of child care and adjusting hours limits the jobs available to me
£700 a month for childcare is more than most part time jobs and childcare does not fit
around my husband’s shift working.
I choose to work because I feel it benefits me and my children socially even though what I
earn is the same as our childcare costs
It is not a barrier as we both have to work regardless of the cost as we both have our
careers. It was stressful worrying if there was a place available at the nursery on unit as I
was assigned with less than 90 days’ notice.
The hours of childcare at the crèche do not match the hours of any jobs that are available.
We are losing money with me working but I want to have a career.
As I have to move, I have struggled to build a career, therefore I have struggled to up my
income. Within the 5 mile radius childcare options are good, but all fully booked!
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Don’t receive tax credit as our partner is seen as earning enough when they don’t earn
enough to pay £800+ childcare fees
I (spouse of serving member) have just resigned from work as the increase in childcare costs
(I have twins) and removal of the sibling discount has made it not feasible for me to work.
Our monthly bill would be £1750, with me earning £1700 a month... This barrier has current
negative effects as we cannot get a mortgage with only one income even though we already
have a full deposit. And it will have ongoing effects as it will have a negative effect on my
career prospects and my pension. We are only in this predicament as we moved to follow my
husband’s career in the RAF and due to the location of the base have been priced out of the
area considerably.
I have to work to maintain my professional registration as a registered nurse.
My wife is currently serving but is expecting our second child. Our childcare bill to place 2
children in nursery will be more than she earns. This means she is being forced to leave as
effectively she is working for free.
Availability of nursery places when moving for serving partner’s job is an issue. Even if you
call as soon as you know you’re moving, you’re on a waiting list for months with no close by
family to help out. This means even working remotely or on a consulting basis is impossible
until you get a nursery spot. The lack of flexibility or ability of spaces is the biggest barrier to
working.
Additional costs for parents with disabled child requiring intimate care
Serving parent can’t be relied on for help in case they are deployed
One wage, for a Warrant Officer, goes entirely on child care

Within a five mile radius
of this unit, the choice of
childcare providers is:
2015

26%

33%
29%

28%

30%
27%

25%

2011
2010

19%

17%
16%

15%

7%

6% 4% 6%
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Excellent
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4% 4%

Good

Acceptable

Poor

5%

Non-existent

I don’t know

When moving to this area, our MAIN
source of information on childcare was:

36%

2015

28%

2011
2010

26%

25%

18%

18%

21%

20%

16%
15%
12%
9%
5% 1% 5%

Friends
already living
in this area

20%
18%

The local HIVE

20%

The unit
website

7%

14%

10%

8%

6%

The local
authority
website

Private
research

We did not
find any
information
on childcare
prior to
moving here

Does not
apply

I/We have had the following number of
childcare providers in the last 10 years:

21%

16%
12%

11%

12%
11%

2015
2011
2010

11%
10%
9%

8%
6%
4%

6%
4%
2%

I/We have
retained
the same
childcare
provider

Two

Three

Four

Five

Six

4%

3%
1%
0%
Seven

4%
2%

Eight or
more
providers
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Comments:
Four childcare providers in 3 years, I returned to work when my son was 10 months old. The
nursery at Abbey Wood was also unable to provide the care we needed so he had 2 child
care providers to cover the week at this posting. I was disappointed with their waiting list
system because we were only given 6 weeks’ notice of a move (less for the final address of
our quarter) we were then unable to access the MOD subsidised childcare. Other families
seemed to have much longer notice of postings and were able to put children on the waiting
list in plenty of time.
We have moved 5 times in 5 years, my eldest is in school and my youngest is in her second
nursery in 12 months.
Our child will have to move carers when our second is born, as we cannot afford to keep her
in her current nursery. We will probably take them both to Fledglings, with damaging results
to our work commitments/careers, due to the bad opening times.
3 and that’s in the last year and a half
6 providers in 4.5 years say it all really doesn’t it!
We had our daughter in 1 childcare provision for a year and 1 month before we moved
areas. Now I am a stay at home mother.
We have had 4 different providers in 4 years!
We have moved three times in as many years for service needs. Our eldest is 3.5 years old
and in his third nursery and soon to move to his fourth.
Three in 20 months. Waiting for a place at the nursery
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